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Fascinated as I am by NASA photos of the planet at night, which re-
veal stark and beautiful cities of light at the centres of settlement civiliza-
tion, I wanted to find out what this book had to say about the symbolic val-
ues of the darkness expunged by the material fact of electronically fuelled 
light pollution. As the title suggests, the writers collected in this volume give 
voice to the subtle, sometimes intangible things we lose when we turn 
away from the darkness of the night to reside within the ubiquitous urban 
glow of modernity. They question the symbolic component of all this burn-
ing, so bright it lights up the planet at night, while celebrating the values 
and qualities attributable to the darkness we witness away from city lights � 
under the stars, in the countryside � and the way they can enrich the life of 
any person comfortable with being extended in this way.  

As Michel Serres pointed out in The Natural Contract, the nonhuman 
world is relatively distanced (or walled out) by the cities� focus on human 
culture, so that we are left sheltered from nature, carrying out our sociocul-
tural discussions as if indoors. City lights represent, as much as a drive to-
wards greater security, an extension of the hours within which commerce 
can be practised. In this it could also be argued they manifest a furtive my-
thopoeic drive to colonise the darkness forever and leave us in eternal light, 
glowing upon us as an aura effulgent while embodied, attempting to con-
vince us that we have overcome the limits of the body, of the earth, of this 
mortal coil, yet all the while enjoying this enormous pleasure in bodily form. 
There is a spiritual cost to this colonisation, whereby material light banishes 
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the dangers of the night on behalf of our new version of the eternal flame. 
The way contemporary commodity culture manifests its object of fetish 

under the gaze of manufactured light in fact obliterates the very sense of 
mystery traditionally available with a concomitant pleasure of looking into 
the darkness � for instance, of the night sky (to which we are blinded by 
city street lights). In this sense, light pollution is not so much a problem of 
another, Platonic (abstract or religious) world of heavenly light calling our 
attention and sense of responsibility away from this earth, but rather a nar-
rowing of perspective, as it takes place within this world of manufactured 
light and attention. With the colonisation of the planet by manufactured light 
comes the idea that this is all there is to life. Locked in to the endless feast-
ing promoted in today�s halls (or malls) of immortality, we bask in the glow 
of manufactured light and forget the consequences of not respecting the 
darkness, which is banished out of sight. Gilgamesh, who travelled the path 
of the Sun God through the forest darkness on his quest for immortality and 
failed, finally has to learn the lessons of mortality, however frail they must 
seem against the dream of eternal life.   

Let There Be Night¸ in exploring human relationships with the night 
sky, reveals the extent to which widespread light pollution in today�s cities 
exacerbates the loss of human connection with the replenishing mysteries 
of the cosmos. The book�s epigraph draws a link between love of nature 
and the sacred, and resistance to unchecked technological colonisation, 
with its claim that �ever more lights � drive the holiness and beauty of 
night back to the forests and the sea� (Henry Beston, �Night on the Great 
Beach,� from The Outermost House, 1928). Amongst the authors that reit-
erate this relatively intangible loss, Kathleen Dean Moore tells a story about 
her friend�s niece, who patiently explains how �a long time ago,� people 
could see the kinds of stars they had just witnessed at the planetarium. The 
adults� combined shock at this innocuous and innocent display of loss 
shows how mystery is the first casualty of light pollution (11). And in con-
templation upon this mystery, as Carl Jung averred, we may undergo that 
long, dark work of the soul, where we meet and face (and hopefully learn to 
integrate) our shadows; a task diminishing in an age where knowledge 
comes fast and easy with �a few seconds on high-speed Internet� (Laurie 
Kutchins, 41). Thus in taming the wild night sky, light-addicted suburbanites 
damage the human spirit (David Gessner, 18-21). This occurs at least in 
part because �drenching ourselves in artificial light� forfeits a sense of be-
longing to the night and therefore a means of maintaining �mental and spiri-
tual wholeness� (John Daniel, 25). The proliferation of light, then, is associ-
ated with a colonisation of the mystery of the night, a shifting in loyalties 
that recalls Heidegger�s love for Pre-Socratic flux and his associated criti-
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cism against Platonic certitude (Essence of Truth), as well as Freud�s intent 
as framed in the epigraph he chose from Virgil for his Interpretation of 
Dreams: �If I cannot bend the higher powers, I will move the infernal re-
gions.� The daylight consciousness of ego can feed on and profit from its 
suppression and mastery of the darkness (the unconscious id) and this can 
be performed as a substitute for our inevitable failure in the face of impos-
sibly pure heavenly light (the overbearing superego of God the Father). 
Janisse Ray claims this is a confusing double entendre, wherein our desire 
for enlightenment keeps us reaching for the greater clarity and luminosity 
found in artificial light while, so afraid of the darkness that we banish it, we 
thus lose the illumination that darkness can bring (181-2). There is an echo 
of Mystery School initiation here. 

This also brings to mind Serres� belief that we are self-involved at the 
cost of our relations (and contract) with nature. While we may colonise the 
darkness with our materially manifest light, that is, we lose the ability to see 
into and receive the gifts of the night, of the non-human nature we margin-
alise outside the city walls; and this psychological trajectory abides along-
side or within the development of our technology, from ancient Sumer to 
today�s neon-lit shopping malls. Even when lighting up the night seems a 
reasonable response to fear and insecurity, it can actually operate to per-
petuate these states, as the self-confidence required to walk through dark-
ness is lost and the seeming security under the light calls us to dwell solely 
within its safety net. James Bremner wonders how children of today, 
bathed endlessly in artificial light, learn courage (184). For Mark Tredinnick, 
cities are brilliant �white holes,� factories for the consumption that thrives on 
light and that never want to stop eclipsing the darkness, insistently consum-
ing the earth to illuminate the present and foreshorten eternity (153). Thus 
does colonisation lead to affirmation of the law and order that comes with 
the provider of the light (and bread and circuses): the fuel fetish has been 
multiplied exponentially with our acceptance of it, and this acceptance is 
displayed in the increasing dominance of settlement civilizations over the 
last 10,000 years. Dostoevsky�s Grand Inquisitor, in The Brothers Karama-
zov, reveals some of the metaphysical implications of this obedience to the 
light that feeds and enslaves its willing, and even unwilling, constituents.  

The city at night � the desacralised New Jerusalem, our materialistic 
Garden of Paradise � is the ultimate symbol of the secular drive towards a 
brightly lit mythology of consumption. This mythology is advertised with 
channelled light, on billboards and television, internet and in the very primal 
attraction of light at night, in a way that promises that consuming �stuff� will 
confer ephemeral satisfaction, stamp our identity, assert our ascent over 
dumb matter, and confirm our lives in the sight of the god of profane con-
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sumption that authorises its own ontology, epistemology, and taxonomy of 
slaves to the master race. Some other authors have added to this conver-
sation in ways that dovetail nicely with the arguments presented in Let 
There Be Night. Ecocritic Carolyn Merchant traces the teleological evolu-
tionary progress of the western hero myth from darkness to light. �The up-
ward progress of humankind,� she writes, �from darkest wilderness to 
enlightened mind is a precondition for the new earthly garden�.1 This de-
velopment results in the vision of Eden �rediscovered� in the well-lit mall 
(Merchant, 167-8). Merchant investigates recovery narratives seeking to re-
interpret human history so that we can re-attain the Edenic state of har-
mony with nature.  It has also been theorised that consumer culture ne-
gates its responsibility to the ground out of which it draws its riches by pre-
ferring to worship the light we seem most drawn towards today, the �neon 
sun� of multinational corporate capital.2  The ideas driving these analyses 
are similar � our inability to enjoy the immanence of atonement in the mate-
rial world without a vast raft of technological and synthetic mediators is 
compromised to the point that these very vehicles replace the transcendent 
states traditionally yearned for. The problems of addiction afflicting all lev-
els of society may be seen at least partly in this light. And Cosimo Caputo 
adds that the consumer�s attention is gathered under the promise of the 
idol, which, as fetish, dazzles the gaze (where the sacramental icon �pro-
vokes the gaze, invites it not to stop, but to look about�).3 This can be seen 
at work in idolised Hollywood fame or brightly lit consumer products at the 
local supermarket: �In contemporary fetishization the light of merchandise 
is devoid of differences�; its shadow escapes but haunts, submerged by our 
obsession with the �ever-new,� so that we fail to create �a relation with the 
uncontrollable� (Caputo, 238). Lovers of the outdoors after dark, as well as 
amateur astronomers and poets alike, will agree with these sentiments and 
enjoy the intangible benefits of Let There Be Night.  
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